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(Tractor care 20w40) 

 
 
MTC FORCE Tractor Care (20w40) has been specially formulated as multi grade engine oil after extensive research & development 
work for use in tractor engine experiencing greater torque and load.  
 

  
 High viscosity index of oil enables operation of engine in extreme temperatures  
 Easy cranking and quick starting at low temperatures  
 Good antiwar anti oxidant and anti engine deposits  
 Reduces oil consumption and keeps engine clean from sludge  
 No seasonal oil changes  
 Increased oil drain interval  and fuel efficiency 

 

 

 
 Diesel tractor/earth movers form ford HMT, all diesel tractor operating under sever conditions in field and an roads VIZ 

heart, dust , cold, heavy loading etc. 

 
 

 IS-13656-1993(EDL-3/EPL-3)CCMC D5 
MILITARY MIL –L 2104E/API.CF4/SF 

 
 

KINEMATIC VISCOSITY CST@100’C 14.00-15.00 

KINEMATIC VISCOSITY CST @40’C  

VISCOSITY INDEX MIN 110 

FLASH POINT (COC) MAX 220 

POUR POINT ‘C MAX -20 

TBN –MG KOH-=/MG 9-11 

VISUAL APPEARANCE RED 

  
 
 
These oils are unlikely to present any significant health or safety hazard when properly used in the recommended application and 
good standards of industrial and personal hygiene are maintained. 
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The information in this bulletin is to our best knowledge, correct and accurate but all recommendation or suggestion are made without guarantee since the conditions of use are beyond our control. Meghalaya Lubricants 

Pvt Ltd. and its subsidiaries disclaim any liability incurred in connection with the use of these data or suggestions. Furthermore, nothing contained herein shall be construed as a recommendation to use any product in 

conflict with existing patents covering any material or its use. MTC FORCE is a registered trademark of Meghalaya lubricants pvt Ltd. However, we make no warranty of merchantability or any other warranty express or 

implied, with respect to such information, users should make their own investigation to determine the suitability of the information for their particular purpose. In no event shall Meghalaya lubricant pvt Ltd. be liable for 

any claims, losses, or damages of any third party or for lost profits or any special, indirect, incidental consequential or exemplary damages, howsoever arising, even if Meghalaya lubricants pvt Ltd. has been advised of the 

possibility of such damages. 
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